WELCOME TO A BRAVE NEW WORLD
OF INNOVATIVE WATER!
www.aloevera-hellas.gr
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“Welcome to our

brave new world!“

We welcome you to an
innovating, new world of
products inspired by the
basic need of all, water ,
combined with the Cretan
organic aloe vera gel in
which, as a company, we
have mastered
to the
maximum degree.

Carbonated water with
aloe: in 8 different flavors.
All the positive properties
of carbonated water are
added to the complex of
the beneficial elements of
aloe and the refined aroma offered by each flavor,
makes it stand out.

Aloe Vera Hellas, with
many years of experience
in the cultivation of aloe
and the production of
Cretan organic Aloe products, is originalizing once
more in the Greek market.
Guided by everyday life,
modern nutritional habits
and consumer needs, it
enriched its line with two
series of innovative products in a variety of flavors,
With the name ALOE VERA
MAX, the modern consumer can now enjoy what we
call, the waters of the future.

The new favorite habit, for
the whole family and for
every moment has a name
now.
ALOE VERA MAX.
Of course, all our products
are designed and produced without sugars or
fats, with explosive flavors
that cover even the most
demanding consumer.
Best enjoyed chilled!

Water with aloe: in 8 different flavors, ideal for every
moment in the day. It’s a
product that cools, tones
and uplifts our mood with
its fantastic flavors.
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See green, see life!

www.aloevera-hellas.gr
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WATER WITH
ALOE
PURE

NATURAL

FRUITY

FRESH

- Natural -

-Peach -

- Banana -

- Strawberry -

It might sound as
a stereotype but
the only word that
describes Aloe
Vera accurately is
“unique”. Our natural flavor, well
known all over the
world, confirms
exactly that.

Delight your
With it’s original
The balance besenses with the
banana flavor,
tween sweetness
sweet and melthis product will
and acidity is very
low flavor of
revive a beloved
important for the
peach. Comtaste that was
taste of a strawberry.
bined with our ormissing from
We are very proud
ganic aloe vera
the market until
that we managed
gel, the result is
now.
to give this balance
magnificent.
to our product with
100% accuracy.

Product code:
WA-01-101

Product code:
WA-01-102
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PACKAGING DETAILS:

Palette 105 crates //1260 pieces

Product code:
WA-01-103

Product code:
WA-01-104

Aloe water 0,5lt // Crate12 pieces

See green, see life!

Welcome to a brave new world of modern water. Aloe Vera and it’s very well
known benefits, combined with water and several flavors, without sugar, fat or
colors, lead to this series of products.
A new era for world’s most basic need. Water of course!

MIXED

VIVID

INSPIRING

FAMOUS

- Forest fruits -

- Lemon -

- Watermelon -

- Pineapple -

A combined blend
The distinctive sour
of the sweet and
taste of lemon
often sour flavors of
makes it a key inmixed berries, gives
gredient for another
a mysterious and rich successful product.
experience to those In the modern world
who taste it. Our
of aloe vera water,
organic gel, comlemon could not be
pletes this masterleft outside.
piece.

Watermelon can
A vibrant tropical
easily be called the
flavor with excep“iconic fruit of sumtional juiciness that
mer”. With powerful balances the tastes
presence, along
of sweet and tart
with it’s vivid taste,
– a flavor popular
people will enjoy
among consumers
the summer esof all ages, all over
sence all year long! the world! Pineapple
and aloe is a must!

Product code:
WA-01-105

Product code:
WA-01-107

www.aloevera-hellas.gr

Product code:
WA-01-106

Product code:
WA-01-108
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SPARKLING WATER
WITH ALOE

Product code:
SA-01-101

NATURAL

Meet our purest version.
Taste nature enhance
your senses.

Product code:
SA-01-105

BLACKCURRANT

Blackcurrant is the flavor that blows your
mind. Straight from the
forest.
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PACKAGING DETAILS:

Product code:
SA-01-102

BANANA

A vivid reminder of the
well known banana
spirit.

Product code:
SA-01-106

COCONUT

For those who have a
strong desire for dessert.
It will fully amaze you.

Sparkling water with aloe 0,275lt // Crate12 pieces
See green, see life!
Palette 105 crates //1260 pieces

As a leading company in Aloe Vera industry, we could not leave outside, one of
the most famous category of products. Sparkling water! Adding our organic aloe
vera gel, without any sugar, fat or colors, we created a series of 8 different flavors
and we are heading to the stars.

Product code:
SA-01-103

STRAWBERRY

Thousands of bubbling
strawberries will freshen
your taste.

Product code:
SA-01-107

PINEAPPLE

Cheers to summer.
From the first sip, you will
be delighted.

www.aloevera-hellas.gr

Product code:
SA-01-104

LEMON

For the lemon lovers,
we came up with this
gem. Sour is always
desired!

Product code:
SA-01-108

MASTICHA

Here’s the answer to a
global trend. Masticha
of course, but with aloe!
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Επικοινωνήστε μαζί μας:
www.aloeveramax.gr | sales@aloeveramax.gr

Προϊόντα της:
ALOE VERA HELLAS
www.aloevera-hellas.gr
info@aloeverahellas.gr
Crete, Greece | T. +30 2810 381818

